In this paper we present a new programming technique for lazy functional programming languages. The technique is embedded in a programming methodology which is based on divide and conquer: the division of problems into subproblems. Such a division will be represented by a call graph.
Introduction
Many programming methods have been developed to aid programmers in software development in a formal way. These formal methods are meant to enforce correctness on their resulting programs. Unfortunately, many programmers do not use these methods. It might benefit the popularity of formal methods if they were more related to the programmers common practice. In this paper we present a programming technique which agrees with what programmers are used to do: subdivide problems into easier problems, i.e. divide and conquer. This technique aims to provide a formalism that facilitates the development of functional solutions to a wide class of problems.
A subdivision of problems into subproblems can be represented by a call graph for functions. We will give program schemes that implement call graphs; here we use 64
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Johnsson's approach to attribute evaluation [6] to apply the attribute grammar formalism to call graphs. We will discuss how these call graphs and program schemes can be used in a programming style, which is based on the correspondence between call graphs and attribute grammars.
Program schemes for divide and conquer have previously been given by Smith [S] . The class of program schemes given in this paper is more general, due to the flexibility in passing parameters and results offered by the attribute grammar formalism; for instance, they can be used to express branch-and-bound problems and to design circular programs. It has been recognized by several authors [2,4-71 that attribute grammars may be used as a general purpose programming paradigm. Indeed, many programs may be regarded as interpreters and constructed as executable attribute grammars. As a consequence, the programming methods advocated in these papers leave the burden to provide the necessary attribute grammars with the programmer. In contrast, our technique is based on the observation that data can flow between caller and called functions upwards, downwards and sideways, just as in attribute grammars. So, our technique can be applied by programmers without any knowledge of attribute grammars, since attribute grammars are only used to derive the technique and to prove its correctness.
Since our results are based on the results by Johnsson [S] , who has shown how attribute evaluation can be done in an elegant and simple way in a lazy functional programming language, our technique is applicable only for lazy functional programming languages.
The new technique is illustrated by three small examples and a case study. The examples are sorting, mintip and a branch and bound problem; they are meant both to familiarize the reader with the technique and to show its broad applicability. The power of the technique is shown in a case study: the design and implementation of a compiler generator. In order to present examples and a case study it is necessary to embed our technique in a general programming methodology, which we first describe. In these examples and case study we have emphasised our technique, thereby restricting discussion of other parts of the methodology (obtaining the call graph, for example) to a minimum.
We assume that the reader is familiar with lazy functional programming languages. As our programming language we use Miranda.'
A programming technique based on call graphs
In this section we will define call graphs, derive a class of program schemes which implement them, describe our programming technique and embed this technique in a programming methodology. 
Call graphs
A call graph is a rooted digraph with the following properties:
l the nodes are labeled, l if two nodes have the same label, at most one of them has outdegree greater than zero, l edges are either unlabeled or labeled with "seq".
Call graphs are used to depict relationships between functions which call each other. The nodes represent the functions and the edges represent the (possible) calls; the arrows come from the calling function and point to the called functions. An unlabeled edge represents a single call, whereas an edge labeled "seq" represents an unknown number of calls. For instance, with f = g. h and g = map k there corresponds the call graph (see Fig. 1 
above).
Note that g calls k as often as there are elements in its input list; nevertheless, k occurs only once in the call graph, but its calling arc is labeled "seq".
It is not necessary to represent all calls in the call graph. Call graphs may be chosen to be trees, but sharing of nodes with the same label is also allowed.
Call graphs and attribute grammars
Suppose a node with label fin a call graph has outgoing unlabeled arcs to nodes with labels gr , . . . , gn and outgoing arcs with label "seq" to nodes with labels hl, . ..t h,. This may be represented as a production rule by We will explore the correspondence, which is suggested by this notation, between a call graph and an attribute grammar. In a call graph we consider the passing of arguments to functions and the return of results by functions as the handling of inherited and synthesized attributes of an attribute grammar. For each node of a call graph with outdegree greater than zero, there is a production rule in the corresponding attribute grammar together with two attribute functions, couf (compute output father) and tins (compute input sons) which, respectively, compute the synthesized attribute of the left-hand side (i.e. the output of the calling function) and the inherited attributes of the right-hand side (i.e. the inputs of the called functions). These two functions have as parameters the inherited attribute of the left-hand side (i.e. the input of the calling function) and the synthesized attributes of the right-hand side (i.e. the outputs of the called functions).
According to Johnsson's technique we may write for the production rule above:
f inf= coufous inf where
= tins ous inf.
Note that in_ hr is a list of inputs for the sequence of calls of hr , and that ous contains a list of outputs of these calls. In this way the complete call graph can be implemented as a program scheme by writing a function as above for each node with outdegree greater than zero.
For instance, for the call graph of Section 2.1 the program scheme is given by f&If= coufous inf where ous = (gin-g, h in-h) (in_& in-h) = tins ous inf ginf=coufousinf where ous = map k in-k in-k = tins ous inf.
Since the passing of arguments and results in these program schemes is similar to the propagation of attributes in an attribute grammar, maximum flexibility is guaranteed. Note however that, as in Johnsson's paradigm, the functional programming language must be lazy to use its flexibility in full.
A programming methodology
The programming technique described above may be embedded into a programming methodology as follows.
Phase 1 (problem analysis). A call graph for the problem must be developed by the programmer by repeatedly dividing problems into subproblems. A problem is represented by a node of the call graph. There are arcs in the call graph from each problem to all its subproblems. Unlabeled arcs correspond to single calls. Arcs labeled "seq" correspond to a series of calls of the same subproblem. Two nodes may represent the same problem, but, since a problem needs not to be decomposed more than once, at most one of them has outdegree greater than zero.
Phase 2 (implementation). First the program scheme for the call graph is written down. This program scheme consists of one function for each node in the call graph with outdegree greater than zero. The form of these functions is given in Section 2.2. Note that the tuples contain elements for all outgoing arcs, and the occurrence of "map" for each arc labeled "seq". Be careful to be consistent with respect to the order inside the tuples! The second step consists of providing the where-parts of each function with appropriate definitions of the functions couf and tins. These functions return the inputs of the subproblems and the output for the original problem, respectively, given the outputs of the subproblems and the input for the original problem. Since this only involves the relationships between the inputs and the outputs of a problem and its subproblems, which have been determined in phase 1, this is a straightforward task. Of course, these functions can be defined on the top level (if each of them is given a different name). For the example above we obtain finf=coufousinf where ous = (gin-g, h in-h) (ix-g, in_ h) = tins ous inf couf (ous-$, ous-h) inf = ous-g tins (ous-g, ous-h) inf = (ous-h, inf) g inf= couf ous inf where ous = map k in-k in-k = tins ous Lnf couf ous inf = ous tins ous inf= inf.
To complete phase 2, all problems which have not been subdivided must be taken care of (the functions h and k in the example).
Phase 3 (program transformation). The resulting implementation usually can be simplified, using elementary program transformation methods. The reader may get an impression of these by transforming the two definitions for f and g above back to their original form.
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It should be noted that the programming methodology outlined above is not intended to replace existing programming methodologies; instead, it may be comfortably integrated with them. In phase 1, where the subdivision of the problem into subproblems is done and the call graphs are constructed, the programmer may for instance use the methods and techniques from Structured Design [9] and Structured Programming [3] . The contribution of this paper is to phase 2, where a step-by-step approach is described that the programmer may follow, accompanied by the relevant program schemes. In phase 3, where the program is transformed, the programmer may use the methods and techniques from Transformational Programming.
Some small examples
In this section we give some small examples, to illustrate the use of the technique. The examples are too simple to show the power of our approach but will demonstrate the procedure. Our first example is the sorting problem. We show that two different problem decompositions with the same call graph lead to quicksort and mergesort, respectively. The usefulness of our technique will of course be greater in cases where the programmer is relieved from a more complicated task. This task is relatively easy when the inputs of the subproblems do not depend on their outputs as is the case in the sorting example. In the other examples, the mintip problem and a branch and bound problem, the inputs do depend on the outputs (i.e. the function tins is strict in its first argument). Our technique relieves the programmer from worrying about these cyclic dependencies.
Sorting
We will define a function sort with type sort:: [*I +[*I which sorts a list. The problem of sorting a given list may be subdivided into two instances of the same problem, sorting two sublists of the given list. So a possible call graph is (see Fig. 2 in next page) and its program scheme is given by sort inf = cold-ous inf where ous = (sort in-1) sort in-2) (in-l, in_2) = tins ous inf.
If the sublists to be sorted are obtained by cutting the given list in two pieces we have cinsousinf=(take(#infdiv2)inf,drop(#infdiv2)inf) = merge (sort (take (# inf div 2) inf))) (soti (drop ( # inf div 2) inf))), otherwise. 
Mintip
The mintip problem, which is also discussed in [1, 7, 8] , is to replace the values of all tips in a tree defined by the minimal value of those tips. The type tree is given by tree :: = Leaf num 1 Branch tree tree and the function we must write has type mintip : : tree -+ tree.
The problem is naturally subdivided into two subproblems, one for each subtree, called mintip'. The function mintip' must replace all values in a tree by the minimum of the minimal value of its tips and the minimal value of the other tips of the original tree. This latter value is passed to mintip' as a parameter. Furthermore, mintip' should also yield the minimum value of its tips. So its type is given by mintip' :: (tree, num> -+ (tree, nun0
In the same way mintip' is subdivided into two subproblems, which are both mintip'. So the call graph becomes (see Fig. 3 above)
The corresponding program scheme is mintip inf = couf_ 1 ous inf where ous = (rnintdp' in_ 1, mintip' in_ 2) (iILl, iI_2) = cins_l ous inf mintdp' inf = coti-2 ous inf where ous = (mintdp' in_ 1, mintip' in-21 (in-l, in-21 = tins-2 ous inf and, according to the informal discussion above, the functions couf and tins are couf_ 1 ous (Leaf n> = Leaf n couf_ 1 ((t 1, nl), (t2, n2)) (Branch t t'> = Branch tl t2 tins_ 1 ((tl, nl>, (t2, n21) (Branch t t'> = ((t, n2), (t', nl>)
cod-2 ous (Leaf n, n') = (Leaf (min [n, n/II, n> coti-((tl, nl), (t2, n2)) (Branch t t', n'> = (Branch tl t2, min[nl, n21> cin_2 ((t 1, nl), (t2, n2?)) (Branch t t', n'> = ((t, min[n2, n'l), (t', min[nl, n'l>>.
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This program can be transformed using elementary program transformations to mintip :: tree --) tree mintip (Leaf n) = Leaf n mintip (Branch t t') = Branch t 1 t2 where (t 1, nl) = mintip' (t, n2) (t2, n2) = mintip' (t', nl) mintip' :: (tree, num) + (tree, mu-n) mintip' ((Loaf n), m) = (Leaf (min[n, ml), n) mintip' (Branch t t', n') = (Branch tl t2, min [nl, n2] ) where (t 1, nl) = mintip' (t, minIn2, n'l) (t2, n2) = mintip' (t', min[nl, n'l).
Note that the given problem decomposition was obtained by examining which problem must be solved for the subtrees of the given tree. This led to a solution which is more complex than the standard solution. The standard solution would have been obtained if the mintip problem is decomposed in only one subproblem, mintip2, which is given the original tree and the value to replace its tip values, and which returns the transformed tree and the minimal tip value of the original tree. In this case the program scheme is mintip inf = couf ous inf where ous = mintip2 t t=cinsousinf and the functions couf and tins are given by couf(t, m) inf= t tins (t, m) inf= (inf, m).
Transformation now gives "the standard solution" mintip inf = t where (t, m) = mintip2 (inf, m).
The treatment of mintip2 is left to the reader.
A branch and bound problem
Given a number of objects with given weights, the problem is to determine whether there exist divisions into two heaps of equal weight, and if so, what is the maximal difference of the number of objects in these heaps. The solution may be obtained by performing an exhaustive search. The corresponding binary search tree can be truncated for two reasons: when one of the heaps has a weight greater than half the total weight, and when a partial division cannot lead to a division which is better than the best division obtained thus far. Let us call the two heaps heap1 and heap2, and let us search for the division where the number of weights on heap1 is minimal. The function we will write is called weights. Its input is the state of a computation, which has the form (ws, w, nl, w 1, w2, opt). Here ws is the lift of weights which have not been placed on one of the heaps yet, w is the total weight, nl is the number of weights on heapl, wl and w2 are the weights of heap1 and heap2, respectively, and opt is the number of objects on heap1 in the best division obtained thus far. The output of weights is a tuple (b, n), where b is a Boolean which is true when the remaining weights can be placed on the heaps so that these have equal weight, and n is, if b equals True, the minimal number of weights on heapl. So the type of weight is given by weights :: (num, num, num, num, num, num) + (bool, num> and the original problem, given a list ws of weights, can then be expressed as weights (ws, sum ws, 0, 0, 0, #ws div 2 + 1).
The problem weights is subdivided into two instances of itself, obtained by putting the next weight on one of the two heaps. So the call graph is (see Fig. 4 The inputs of the subproblems are given by tins (CD 1, nl), (b2, n2)) (w0 : ws, w, n, wl, w2, opt) = ((ws, w, n + 1, wl + w0, w2, opt), (ws, w, n, w 1, w2 + w0, new-opt)) where new-opt = nl, bl = opt, otherwise.
Note that the minimum number of weights on heap1 obtained thus far for the second subproblem takes into account the result of the first subproblem. So the output of the problem is the output of its second subproblem, if the latter exists. Therefore, couf is given by coufous (1 I, w, n, wl, w2, opt) = (wl = w2, opt) couf (03 1, nl>, @2, n2)I (ws, w, n, w 1, w2, opt) = (False, undef), 2*wl > w\/2*w2 > w\/n > = opt = (b2, n2), b2 = <bl, nl), bl = (False, undef >, otherwise.
Case study: A compiler generator
The compiler generator will be a function with an attribute grammar and a string as input, which produces for each parsing of the string a function (called synthesized function) from inherited attributes to synthesized attributes. The data type for at- An example of a more substantial attribute grammar can be found at the end of this section.
The type declaration for our compiler generator is compgen :: (grammar ** *, [char]) + [* + **I.
As a preliminary step, compgen is expressed in terms of a function backtrack which is able to return later in the analysis as a subproblem. The function backtrack differs from compgen in three ways: l Where compgen parses the whole inputstring, backtrack parses an initial segment of it, and returns the remainder of the string as part of its output. l To avoid unnecessary parameters, the production rules of the attribute grammar are global with respect to backtrack. l Where compgen expects a nonterminal (the start symbol) among its input, the item for backtrack may be a terminal as well, in which case no synthesized function needs to be returned. Therefore backtrack returns for each parsing a list of synthesized functions; this list is empty if the item is a terminal, and contains a single synthesized function if the item is a nonterminal. So the type of backtrack is given by The function backtrack considers all production rules for its item-parameter and, if the item is a nonterminal, concatenates the results for each production rule. For each production rule we identify a subproblem, called sy-r_fs. Since it is not known beforehand how many production rules there are for the item, the call graph is as follows (see Fig. 5 in next page). The program scheme for this call graph is backtrack inf = coufl ous inf where ous = map syr_fs ins ins = cinsl ous inf. In case the item is a terminal, there are no subproblems, and we have coufl ous (T tm, str) = [Cl I, drop (#tm> str)l, tm = take (#tm) str = [ 1, otherwise.
In case the item is a nonterminal, the solution is the concatenation of the solutions of the subproblems, so The inputs of the subproblems are given by cins2 ous (str, (its, f, g)) = zip (its, [([ I, str) ] : 0~s).
Note that the output of each subproblem (except the last one) is input for the next subproblem. The result of syn_ fs is obtained from the result of its last subproblem, by replacing each list of synthesized functions by a list containing one synthesized function, using the attribute functions from the right-hand-side of the production rule. So we have Note that we assumed that the list of items in the right-hand side of a production rule is not empty; this is not a restriction since one may always insert the empty terminal, denoted by: T " ". We now have to consider the function combine. The input of combine contains a list of parse results. For each parse result in this list we identify a subproblem backtrack. The call graph for the compiler generator thus becomes (see Fig. 7 on the next page)
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